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Small Team, Big Results

Photo by Sarah Mate, Parkland County

Parkland County’s IT Department
Spreads Benefits of Green Infrastructure

Bob Nichols, left, Jon Schmuland and
Mike Kollross have a new view of what
municipal technology should be
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Looking for Survey Plans?
We’ve got them!
Teranet and Land
Survey Records
now have survey
plan images
available through
GeoWarehouse.ca

Plans mapped
to PIN!

Great news! Teranet and
Land Survey Records have
created an indexed listing
of survey plan images to
PIN. As a GeoWarehouse
user, you’ll be proactively
notified that survey plan
images are available for a property. A quick
search shows the list of plans, and allows for
layering of the associated PINS on the map.

Teranet Enterprises Inc.
gwsales@teranet.ca
416 643 1144
Land Survey Records Inc.
info@landsurveyrecords.com
1 888 809 5513

Automatic
Notification!

Actual online images are in colour.

Property tools that
make you the expert.
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MISA/ASIM
NewsinAcross
Keeping
TouchCanada
By David Hennigan
President, MISA BC

As the outgoing president of MISA BC, I look back at
the collaborative initiatives that municipal IT leaders have
undertaken in recent years with some satisfaction and some
disappointment.
When I first stepped into the role of BC president, albeit
somewhat reluctantly, a significant level of cooperation
already existed between municipal and regional governments and among MISA chapters.
There was, however, little cooperation or sharing of information between the so-called higher-levels of government
– the provincial and federal government bodies – and our
own municipal levels of government.
On the national front much effort was being put into
organizing events such as Lac Carling, which was beginning
to attract a significant number of municipalities thanks to the
tireless efforts of several perennial MISA stalwarts.
At that time one of the primary issues facing all levels
of government was identity management, an issue that was
clearly on the critical path to improving citizen services.
Today identity management continues to be an item on the
to-do list for all levels of government as well as the Public
Sector CIO Council (PSCIOC). Very little progress has
been made toward the creation or adoption of a universal
solution providing at least some level of interoperability
between government entities.

Continuing Effort
As my term as president continued and despite the laudable
efforts of our municipal representatives on the PSCIOC, the
speed of progress on the identity-management front continued
to be somewhat slow and disappointing.
All the while another national body was beginning to gain
traction and make some noise of its own – MISA/ASIM Canada.
After its formation in 2006, MISA/ASIM Canada
immediately set out to formally address the task of elevating
the existing inter-municipal and inter-provincial collaboration
and sharing to a national level. This started with the continued
negotiating of special national level pricing for a myriad of
products and services, making these available to all MISA/
ASIM chapters.
The next project is arguably the most significant project in
MISA/ASIM Canada’s short existence – the update of the
Municipal Reference Model, or the MRM version 2. MISA/
ASIM Canada’s goal with the MRMv2 is to enable municipalities to effectively communicate and interact with each
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Sharing is Key
other and other levels of government in improving or aligning
services. This is still a project full of hope.
Now MISA/ASIM Canada is embarking on another
very exciting and new initiative, the creation of a national
municipal forum. With its inaugural launch planned for this
spring, this event has the potential to be the ultimate sharing
and networking event where local government CIOs and IT
managers alike can gather annually to discuss current and
future IT issues and opportunities for years to come.
It is my hope that the MISA chapters and MISA/ASIM
Canada will continue to progress at the pace required to help
solve the challenges we all face. Providing our citizens with the
tools they need to easily access government is surely a goal
that cannot be relinquished; it is our reason to exist. MISA/
ASIM Canada can and ought to continue setting the examples
in national cooperation as it relates to information technology.

Dedicated Professionals
Here in British Columbia, our annual MISA West Fall Conference continues to thrive and grow, and MISA BC is being
led by a new cadre of competent and energetic Executive
members. Despite continual recruitment difficulties, they are a
superb group of dedicated IT professionals firmly committed
to the ultimate goal of sharing, networking and collaborating
with other local governments.
In my opinion MISA is a very worthwhile investment and,
even though we face obstacles in gaining cooperation and
making headway at the provincial and federal government
levels, we can and do make a significant contribution at
the local government level. This is the area where I believe
MISA can continue to play an even more significant role and
perhaps even set a new pace.
As I leave the president’s seat I would like to encourage
the new MISA BC Executive to pursue further the collaboration
among chapters and tweak the winning MISA formula,
looking for one that will finally deliver on sharing and
cooperation among all levels of government.
For me, being involved in MISA has been a very rewarding
experience, introducing me to many things and people I
would never have met sitting here in my second-floor office
at the Capital Regional District building.
The MISA journey is one that I whole-heartedly recommend.
It’s all about the sharing, the networking and the collaborating.
dhennigan@crd.bc.ca n
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MISA Prairies Conference Will Overflow
With Opportunities for New Learning
Delegates to the 2011 MISA Prairies
Spring Conference will have a unique
opportunity to learn about innovations
in service delivery from a national study,
the first of its kind ever conducted to
help improve municipal knowledge of
good practices through scholarship.
Results of the study, called Innovations
in Municipal Service Delivery, will be
a highlight of the many educational
sessions to be offered by the conference in Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta,
on April 10-12.
The study has been prepared for the
Institute for Citizen-Centred Service by
Kenneth Kernaghan, professor emeritus
in the Department of Political Science
at Brock University in St. Catharines,
Ontario.
MISA/ASIM Canada assisted with
the study in 2010 by promoting participation in it by municipal IT departments
across Canada. Numerous respondents
provided Kernaghan with detailed case
studies of how services were improved
through enhanced transparency,
integration, organization, innovative
use of channels, adoption of new
technologies and other means.
Kernaghan, a member of the Order
of Canada, is a past president of the
Institute of Public Administration of
Canada. He is the author or editor of
more than 20 books and monographs
and more than 80 articles on Canadian
and comparative public administration.
Other speakers will address the
conference theme of “Keeping IT Light,”
with emphasis on cloud computing,
mobility and simplicity.
Michelle Bohachyk, chair of the
Spring Conference and director of
information services for the City of Fort

The MISA Prairies Spring Conference will take place at the Dow Centennial Centre in
Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta, on April 10-12, with a theme of “Keeping IT Light.”

Saskatchewan, says, “This can’t-miss
event will be overflowing with opportunities to learn from your peers, subject
experts and thought leaders.
“Come and learn about the latest
industry trends, discover new innovations
in municipal service delivery, network
and interact with other MISA members,
and share ideas, best practices and
experiences with industry experts.”

Organizing Partners
Fort Saskatchewan is the host city in
partnership with neighbouring member
municipalities in the Edmonton Capital
Region: the City of Edmonton, the
City of St. Albert and the counties of
Strathcona and Sturgeon.
The conference will take place in the
Dow Centennial Centre, a multi-purpose
venue with a large arena, meeting and
banquet rooms, theatre, art gallery and
fitness centre.
The host hotel is the Hospitality Inns
& Suites. Rooms are available from $115
a night plus tax at 877-998-2770 with
reservation code IT CONF.

The conference program will feature several popular networking and
information-sharing events. One will be
the Municipal Showcase, a series of
project presentations by municipalities
competing for an annual trophy.
Another will be the Municipal Round
Table with group discussions on a
variety of IT topics.
Survivor 3, the uproarious competition sponsored by Digital Boundary
Group, will start the conference on
Sunday evening. There will be generous
portions of food and entertainment
throughout the conference, including
a performance by Improv Theatre.
For registration and detailed
program information please visit
www.misaprairies.ca. Rob Stanczak
at rstanczak@fortsask.ca is the
program chair.
An online sponsorship link is open
at the MISA Prairies site. Sponsors
can also contact Trevor Harder at
tharder@fortsask.ca. n
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First-Ever National Forum
To Be Collaborative Milestone
For Municipal IT Leaders
Municipal information-technology
leaders across Canada are invited to
attend a national summit in May – an
event that promises to be of historic
importance.
The first event of its kind, the MISA/
ASIM Canada National Forum will
take place Wednesday, May 18 in
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario.
Its objective is to bring together
senior executives of IT departments
from municipalities in all regions of the
country to discuss common issues of
strategic importance and find ways to
address them collectively over time.
The summit will consist primarily of
face-to-face roundtable discussions, and
participants will benefit from learning
how their peers are dealing with
complex issues. Working groups will
also help develop best practices and
collaborative projects.
A special-interest group of MISA/
ASIM Canada has been formed to
organize the summit, recruit one or
more sponsors, and coordinate
continuing activities.
Maurice Gallant, CIO of the City
of Fredericton and president of MISA/
ASIM Canada, says, “MISA/ASIM
Canada’s formation in 2006 created
a vehicle for members of regional
chapters to discuss, collaborate, build
consensus, and take action on issues of
national or pan-Canadian interest.
“It has proven difficult to move this
concept to reality. Our strategic-planning
meetings in 2010 achieved consensus
on a plan to move along the collaborative process, and this summit will be the
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first major deliverable. It will provide a
much-needed national perspective for IT
directors in challenging times.”
Registration for the event, including
breakfast, lunch and two refreshment
breaks, will cost $200 plus tax.
The summit will follow the Lac Carling
Congress, which will conclude at mid-day
Tuesday, May 17. MISA/ASIM Canada’s
Annual General Meeting will take place
that afternoon in the same venue,
the Queen’s Landing Inn in Niagaraon-the-Lake.
Municipal delegates to Lac Carling
will have the opportunity to attend the
AGM and a dinner Tuesday evening,
stay an extra night at the Queen’s
Landing Inn and attend the summit the
following day. The cost of this package
will be $500 plus tax.
Registration will be available
through MISA Ontario’s Web site,
www.misa.on.ca. Organizers anticipate
35 to 50 attendees.
At least five topics are planned for
the roundtable discussions:
• The role of the municipal IT leader
• Positioning IT in the organization
• Competing for resources
• Collaboration and shared services
• Enterprise architecture
Members of the organizing group,
in addition to Gallant, are Kathryn
Bulko of the City of Toronto, Jean-Pierre
Fortin of the City of Montreal, Adam
Hughes of Peel Region, Louis Shallal
of York Region and Dave Wallace of
Toronto. n

Ontario Workshop
On Open Data
To Offer Sessions
And Case Studies
A workshop by MISA Ontario in April
will provide a current-state assessment
together with case studies in open data
and Gov 2.0/Web 2.0 technologies
and their roles in public service delivery.
The Central Region of MISA Ontario
will hold the full-day workshop April
14 at the BraeBen Golf Club in Mississauga. Registration is $100 plus tax.
The workshop program, including
presentations and roundtables discussions, has been developed by the chapter’s Gov 2.0 Special Interest Group.
Presentations will include:
• Open Government – A Renewed
Focus on Citizens and Service, by Jury
Konga, chair of the Gov 2.0 group
• Open Data – Foundational Component to Open Government, by Trish
Garner of the City of Toronto
• Social-Media Role in Municipal
Service Delivery, by Connie
McCutcheon of Niagara Region.
An open-government panel discussion will include Dave Wallace, CIO
of the City of Toronto; Brian Beamish,
assistant commissioner, Office of the
Ontario Information and Privacy Commissioner, and Michael Lund of Strategic Communications, Halton Region.
Workshop chair Nigel Roberts of
the City of Mississauga reports that
delegates will be able to define
questions to be considered in an
“unconference” approach to roundtable discussions in the afternoon.
To register please visit
www.misa.on.ca. n
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Vendors Meet New Leaders
Of MISA BC and Ontario
MISA chapters in British Columbia and
Ontario introduced new leaders’ names
and faces to their associate members at
special events held in February.
MISA BC and MISA Ontario
presented their annual luncheons to
express appreciation to companies that
support them as associate members
and give their representatives opportunities to meet municipal IT leaders in a
collegial atmosphere.
In Vancouver, vendor reps gathered
for the Vendor Appreciation Luncheon
in the Cypress Suite of the Pan Pacific
Hotel on February 17.
“We thanked them for their valuable
support not only with our conferences
but throughout the year as they work
with us to make MISA BC a better
organization,” reported incoming President Bill Grant, manager of information
technology services for the District of
West Vancouver.
Grant, who succeeds David Hennigan of the Capital Regional District,
leads a new Board of Directors that
includes Guillermo Ferrero of the City
of Nanaimo, vice-president; Barbara
Davey of the City of Surrey, treasurer;
and Wayne Ikesaka of the City of
Vernon, secretary.

in Sidney on September 20-23. The
theme will be “Social Networking.”
Grant invited vendors as well to the
City of Nanaimo at the Vancouver Island
Conference Centre on April 28-29 for
the two-day Spring Conference, which
will explore issues concerning open
data and enhancing electronic services
to the public. Details can be found at
www.misa.bc.ca.

Ontario Developments
In Toronto on February 25, vendors
attending the Associate Members
Luncheon at the North York Memorial
Hall in Toronto met MISA Ontario’s new
executive director, Alison Hermansen
(see separate article on page 9).
President Garry Bezruki of the City
of Waterloo reminded participants of
the April 29 closing date for nominations
for the 2011-13 Board of Directors,
including the two positions available to
vendor representatives.

Nominations for all positions but
one on the new board will be broadly
solicited from the membership. The
exception is that of president, which is
automatically assumed every second
year by the vice-president.
The incoming president will be
Geoff Hogan, director of information
technology with the County of Grey.
Attendees at the luncheon heard a
presentation from Adam Hughes, CIO
of the Region of Peel, about the MISA
Ontario Annual Conference to be held
in Mississauga on June 5-8, with its
theme of “Flying IT High.”
The 2011 MISA Security and
Networking Conference will take place
in Kingston on October 18-20 and will
focus on security and privacy concerns
outside the firewall.
Finally, vendors listened carefully
as IT leaders from the Town of
Whitchurch-Stouffville, the City of
Windsor and the Region of Peel
outlined their spending and project
priorities for 2011. Details can be
found under “Associate Members
Luncheon” in the Event Resources
section of www.misa.on.ca. n

Chris McLuckie of the Municipality
of North Cowichan is chair of the Web
Site Committee; Chris Mazzotta of the
Regional District of North Oakanagan
is chair of the Membership Committee;
and Alvin Chok of the City of New
Westminster is chair of the Sponsorship
Committee.
At the luncheon Peter Payerl, manager
of information services with the Town
of Sidney, presented an overview of
the 2011 Fall Conference to be held

MISA Ontario’s Associate Members Luncheon attracted about 90 municipal and vendor
participants to the North York Memorial Hall in north Toronto.
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MISA Ontario Event Aiming for New Heights
MISA Ontario’s 2011 conference
is aiming to take IT to new heights and
feature valuable learning opportunities
throughout the flight!
At the 32nd annual MISA Ontario
Annual Conference and Tradeshow,
participants can expect to find
educational forums, stimulating
keynote presentations, interactive
roundtables, product demonstrations
and technology showcases.
Lead sponsor Microsoft will also
hold two webinars leading up to the
conference dates of June 5-8 at the
International Centre in Mississauga.
“We’re pleased to present high-calibre
learning opportunities geared toward
IT and business professionals from the
public and private sectors,” says Adam
Hughes, conference chair.
“Our goal is to deliver the insights
that will help participants redefine,
reshape, and rethink how we do
business and how we can provide the
best service possible to our customers.”
The conference will offer workshops
in four streams on Monday and Tuesday:
• Government 2.0: Cleared for Takeoff -Learn from workshops on social media,
highlighting current municipal uses and
security concerns, including Ontario
case studies. The open-data movement
will also be part of this stream.
• In the Clouds: Cloud Computing -This stream isn’t just about the basics
of cloud computing but considers
specific municipal case studies as
well as privacy issues.
• Sky’s the Limit: Business Improvement
-- Find out about process improvement
through technology and business
transformation.
• This Is your Captain Speaking:
Business Management -- Focusing
on non-technical issues of interest to
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CIOs, IT directors and managers, we
concentrate on the issues, decisions
and actions necessary to make the
right IT investments to improve your
bottom line and productivity, and
increase client satisfaction.
Wednesday’s focus will turn to
products and services, and determine
the ideal balance between cost, risk and
growth. The conference will also feature:
• High Flight -- Extended educational/
training sessions and technology
showcases
• Pilot Forums -- Open facilitated roundtable discussions where participants

can communicate best practices on a
variety of issues.
Throughout the conference, you can
interact with more than 90 vendors representing companies of all sizes from
across North America that provide
products and services to IT professionals and businesses. You can take
advantage of one-on-one meetings with
vendors to discuss their services while
comparing, evaluating, and validating
your own tactics and approaches.
Registration is open! Don’t miss
your connection – get aboard at
www.misa2011.ca. n

Jack Lawrence Retires After 35 Years
Of Service with Mississauga, MISA
Jack Lawrence, director
of IT for the City of Mississauga and Central Region
director of MISA Ontario
from 2005-2008, retired
on February 25, 2011
after 35 years of municipal service.

colleagues, both within
Peel Region and across
Ontario.
With a background
in civil engineering and
surveying, Jack says of
his career: “It’s been an
incredible journey – seeing IT move from punch
cards to tablets, from
$75,000 workstations to
$1000 laptops that are
more powerful.”

Originally with Metropolitan Toronto’s Central
Mapping Agency where
he was at the forefront
Jack Lawrence
of GIS, Jack joined
Mississauga in 1989 as
The highlight was the last five
a project manager in the land-related
information system, helping to implement years at Mississauga, developing and
implementing the IT strategic plan and
the first digital mapping of the city, a
establishing a stable, secure and well
four-year initiative.
managed environment.
Also instrumental in Mississauga’s
e-City initiative and the Cisco VOIP
implementation, he always adopted
an open approach to working
collaboratively with his municipal

Future plans include consulting
and working in municipal information
technology, strategic planning and IT
assessments. n
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Tests Resume for Municipal Reference Model
By Roy Wiseman
Region of Peel, Ontario
After some bumps in the road, the
Municipal Reference Model Version 2
Project appears to be back on track.
The MRMv2 service was initially
planned for launch in the summer of
2010. Pilot projects conducted by the
City of Toronto indicated, however, that
the selected IBM software was not an
ideal fit for an MRM community composed primarily of business users rather
than IT architects.
IBM agreed to undertake an
“architectural review,” which resulted
in a recommendation to change direction from a toolset based on Rational
Requisite Pro to one based on Rational
(formerly Telelogic) System Architect.
In the fall of 2010, further discussions with IBM confirmed that we
could exchange previously purchased
software licences for equivalent value
in System Architect licences. System
Architect has now been installed at the
eSolutions hosting site and is being

used by Region of Peel staff to conduct
a second pilot project.
Preliminary results seem much
more promising, in terms of both ease
of use and system functionality. After
initial IBM assistance to load the MRM
“model” into System Architect and some
additional configuration (including
screen layouts) to recognize the MRM
concepts, Peel staff have been loading
portions of the Region’s service inventory
into System Architect and generating
reports and diagrams to test and
illustrate the value of the tool. A full
demonstration is planned for the MISA
Ontario 2011 conference in Peel and
at other MISA events later this year.
In parallel with work on the toolset,
an MRM Standards Board has been
established to confirm the content of the
MRM meta-model (the terms, definitions
and modelling rules for defining programs and services). These rules are, in
turn, being used to review a list of about
1,000 detailed municipal services,
assembled by Alan Mitchell of KPMG
from service inventories done in various
municipalities over several years.

A working group of officials from
Edmonton, Fredericton, Peel, Toronto and
Windsor is reviewing these proposed
services and associated attributes (service
description, direct and beneficial
clients, service output, service value/
outcome), comparing these with its own
service inventories, and will be proposing
an initial set of services that will make
up the standard Reference Model to be
included with the MRM.
Finally, a separate working group is
re-evaluating the MRM “business model.”
Since the contributed funding has
been essentially exhausted to build the
solution, including the cost of software
licences, the team now needs to plan to
ensure program sustainability.
In summary, while the MRMv2 project
has had to regroup over the past few
months, it is still moving forward with
renewed momentum and is planning
for a full launch later this year.
Roy Wiseman, chair of the MRMv2
Steering Committee, can be reached
at roy.wiseman@peelregion.ca. n

MISA Ontario Has New Full-Time Executive Director
In a move designed to improve
member services and expand the
association’s capabilities throughout
the year, MISA Ontario has appointed
an executive director.
Alison Hermansen, an experienced
association manager, assumed responsibility February 25 for managing MISA
Ontario’s operations and assisting
the Board of Directors to execute its
strategic plan. She is the first full-time
professional employee ever hired by a
MISA chapter.
“Alison has significant experience

working with external boards, and
we are delighted to have her join our
executive team,” declared President
Garry Bezruki, director of information
management and technology services
for the City of Waterloo.
For 15 years, Hermansen held several executive roles with the Canadian
Automobile Association at its national
office in Ottawa. Most recently she was
executive vice-president, association
and club services, and worked with the
National Board of Directors in the development and implementation of business
strategies and brand management.

MISA Ontario’s five-year strategic plan, approved by members at
the Annual General Meeting in June
2010, set out a number of principles
and major work programs. It placed
emphasis on open and transparent
decision-making and communications,
increased participation at all levels in
the association and enhancement of the
events program and Web site.
The plan identified that, for its future
success, the association would need a
strong focused leadership team and a
full-time executive director. n
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Small IT Team Makes Big Changes:
Lowers Costs with Green Infrastructure
Parkland County, Alberta, embraces the future, risks and all
By Jon Schmuland
Parkland County, Alberta

used. We connected them to the network and
implemented paperless faxing. This simple change
brought a wealth of benefits.

In 2009, the IT team at Parkland County, west of Edmonton, Alberta,
faced a challenge – to better align their department’s vision with the
County’s focus on environmental stewardship, with a goal of implementing
an IT infrastructure that was scalable, supportable and sustainable.

By connecting the copiers to the network, we
magically transformed the copiers into network
printers and network scanners. This meant that,
without having to purchase a single thing, we
immediately added a fleet of high-capacity
duplex printers to our environment with a costper-page significantly lower than our existing fleet
of laser printers.

We wanted to find a solution that met the green challenge and
would position Parkland County on the leading edge, despite our
relatively small population of 30,089. Our team’s objective was to
investigate technology that would reduce costs and the department’s
carbon footprint while increasing security.
The team began to look at a better way of provisioning servers,
workstations and IT services. The outcome of our search might provide
some beneficial ideas to other municipalities of our size range.

Green Issues
This project has enabled us to position the County as a municipality
where green issues are front and centre. We want to be a good steward
with our taxpayers’ money and do right by our planet at the same time.
Our green IT initiatives began with some very humble steps. When I
was hired at Parkland County, I noticed that, while the fleet of copiers
in our buildings were very capable devices, they were extremely under-

We then configured these devices as the fax
machines for various departments, converting the
incoming faxes to PDFs, which are then delivered
to secure Outlook folders. Not only were we
able to cut down on paper and toner use, but we
added a level of security to our faxing that was
previously absent. Our Records Management
people were thrilled!
This, of course, required a significant change
of workflow for some and so was met with some
resistance. People were willing to adapt, however,
and it’s been very successful. We were also able to
retire the older fax machines and remove the cost of
maintenance and replacement from our budget.
Another green project the team implemented
was the addition of a print-monitoring software
package to monitor and inform users of printing
costs. We have a little utility running on everyone’s
workstation that pops up a small notification in the
lower right hand corner of the screen whenever
a user prints a document. This notification simply
displays the cost of the document for a few
seconds, and then fades away.

The three members of the IT department of Parkland County -- from left, Bob
Nichols, Jon Schmuland and Mike Kollross -- have implemented green initiatives
that have produced spin-off benefits of reduced costs and improved efficiency.

There is also a confirmation box that pops
up when an employee tries to print an e-mail,
suggesting the user might want to forward the
e-mail rather than printing, without taking away
the user’s permission to print.
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Our hope was to bring to our users’ attention that printing
has a real and tangible cost. After a few months of running
these notifications, our corporate printing use decreased
dramatically. This application also gives us an easy method
of tracking print usage and provides some solid proactive
tools when it comes to replacing devices. We’ve found that a
“critical” printer to some can often be incredibly under-used.

is to have a selection of laptops and portable DVD players
our users can sign out for those instances where they need
that capability.

Fewer Failure Points

Initial Frustrations

Our first line of attack toward virtualization was in implementing blade servers. The blade servers enable sharing of
power, cooling, network connectivity, storage and central
management and, by implementing this, we’ve reduced
single points of failure in our server-room equipment.
We wanted an infrastructure that would be extremely
robust and customizable, and the blade technology offers
precisely that. Since implementation, Parkland County has
virtualized nearly a dozen servers and reduced the number
of server racks to two racks from three.
We have also replaced 70 of 180 desktop machines
with thin-client terminals that do not have to be replaced or
thrown out every four years. We did not want to send old PCs
to recycle agencies because to do so means that computer
components that may contain mercury and lead can still
wind up in someone else’s water supply.

Modern desktop technology eliminates
risks from recycling of PCs
Our modern desktop technology eliminates this altogether.
By implementing Wyse thin clients and VMware View virtual
desktops, we are using less energy and reducing waste.
We have simplified our equipment life-cycling, and we’ve
improved our ability to quickly light up new servers.
In addition to environmental benefits, the thin clients are
also incredibly easy to install, run off redundant servers, and
use a fraction of the power of desktop PCs.

Compatibility Issues
The project has also seen its share of challenges.
We began this project with pilot testing to ensure that the
different applications that employees use would be compatible
with the thin clients and the virtual network. Most were definitely compatible, while others were not compatible.
For example, certain applications used by the GIS
department are simply too robust and will continue to
require a dedicated machine with independent video
memory. Also, intense multi-media and audio-video streaming
are a potential roadblock for desktop virtualization.
There are a variety of ways to combat this limitation, but
they do require a change of workflow. One of our solutions
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Despite the need for adjustments, we are optimistic
about our department’s goal of getting as close to 100
per cent of employees on the virtual network and using
thin clients as much as possible.
Although the change to virtualization and thin-client desktops
met with some resistance, it was the right direction to take.
If we have a glitch that affects a single host or single data
store in our environment, the effects can be felt right down
to the end user’s mouse and keyboard, resulting in a lot of
unhappy users. We initially suffered from random freezes and
lost sessions, which can be very frustrating to users.
Being a leader with an initiative like this is ripe with challenges. Some of our challenges have resulted from our design
– we’re using production hardware to run this environment,
and we do not have a proper development environment. Best
practices on a rollout of this nature are still being developed,
and that’s forcing us to take another look at how we designed
the architecture for our VMware infrastructure.
Because we want to squeeze every last drop of performance out of our configuration, even things like how we
carve up our SAN and build our LUNs have a major
impact on end-user performance. It’s interesting to note
that what was considered a best practice a year ago is
being rethought and revamped.
Software licensing presented another challenge. We want
to be 100-per-cent compliant with our software vendors, and
the rules are often grey and sometimes downright misleading.
Some of the software-licensing rules were built around a
physical infrastructure, and these rules don’t make a lot of
sense in the virtual world. Software publishers are aware of
this changing paradigm, but they’re slow to catch up.

Change Leads to Success
I don’t believe municipalities can continue to operate, much
less thrive, by using old-school IT practices. We need to let go
of the past and embrace the future. There is a future generation of taxpayers we will answer to, and we need to make
these tough decisions now to reap the benefits to come.
Parkland County IT is dedicated to investigating new
technologies as they become available. Now that virtualization has been implemented, the team is able to make better
use of resources, focusing on developing strategic plans for
the future and continuing to receive the tremendous benefits
this technology brings.
Jon Schmuland, information systems supervisor with Parkland
County, can be reached at jschmuland@parklandcounty.com. n
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Neighbouring Intelligent Communities
Have Smart Infrastructure Foundation
By Harry Turnbull
City of Windsor
and Wendy St. Amour, County of Essex
The Windsor–Essex County region in southwestern
Ontario was hit hard during the recent economic downturn.
While our economy had been primarily based on manufacturing, there is now a recognized need to reshape it to better
position this region for the future. Behind the scenes, work
has been progressing for more than 15 years to build the
infrastructure required to help with this transformation.
Becoming a smart region starts with smart infrastructure.
These efforts are paying off, and now Windsor-Essex has
been named one of the Top Seven Intelligent Communities
of the Year by the Intelligent Community Forum (ICF).
The ICF announced January 19 that Windsor-Essex will be
competing with six other communities worldwide -- including
our fellow Ontario community of Stratford -- for the title of
Intelligent Community of the Year for 2011. Details of the
announcement can be found on page 27.

Community Innovation
Smart-community activities in this region are led through
the Centre for Smart Community Innovation, a partnership
of public- and private-sector members housed at the University of Windsor. The Windsor-Essex Development Network
(WEDnet) is the infrastructure arm of this organization.
WEDnet has a mandate to make best use of the power of
high-speed telecommunications in Canada’s southernmost
region and work toward sharing the development and
use of computer-based applications both nationally and
internationally.
WEDnet was created to research, develop, promote, and
recognize the benefits of high-speed telecommunications in
the region for the education, health, municipal and industrial
sectors. The intent is to apply new educational, health care
and smart community resources by extending, implementing,
evaluating, and maintaining an advanced operational
network of organizations and resources, in a public and
private multi-sector joint-venture approach.
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WEDnet supports applications within a real-time, fibre-optic
telecommunications environment, resulting in quicker
response times in any environment with such demands.
WEDnet also facilitates the ORION (Ontario Research &
Innovation Optical Network) point of presence for Windsor
and Essex County. In addition, through the WEDnet activities, there is continued, accelerated development of 3G+
carrier wireless networks within the region.
Since 1995 the participants within the Windsor-Essex
smart community have worked collaboratively to achieve
a cost-effective solution for the public-sector organizations
to communicate at extremely high speeds. Locations across
Windsor and Essex County have access to connectivity at
speeds ranging from 3 Mbps (home users of participant
members) to 1,000 Mbps fibre-based connections.
The Broadband Rural Essex County Initiative network was
completed in late 2009, provisioned through private-public
partnerships connecting almost 200 sites on fibre, at capacities
of not less than 100 Mbps dedicated to each site.

New Fibre Technology
The sites are located throughout the region, bridging the
digital divide between urban and rural communities. Level-ofservice guarantees meet the most demanding of applications
in today’s networking environments. Point-to-point interfaces
planned for implementation among core network segments
include course wave division multiplexing (CWDM), through
which the economy of fibre is maximized through the
transmission of information over the network links in different
colours (wavelengths) of light on the same fibre.
The approach is also “green” since the passive nature of
technology does not require additional power, with up to 10
times the capacity provided using the same carbon footprint.
This is another example of the way the smart community is
working to support the environment through optimization of
economies of scale in future-proofing the technology of today
so that Windsor and Essex County are ready for tomorrow!
In addition, the region has also been working on several
initiatives through the Rural Connections Broadband program
(Continued on page 17)
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Cloud Infrastructure
And Open Data
Fit Together Well
In City of Edmonton
The City of Edmonton held an Open City Workshop on March 6, 2010.
This event brought together community leaders, academics, students,
technology enthusiasts and public-sector employees to explore and
advance the role of open information in Alberta’s capital region.

By Ashley Casovan
City of Edmonton
As municipal IT planners consider the strong worldwide
trend toward open data in the public sector, the question
arises: what would be the impact on municipal infrastructure
of routinely publishing non-private data so that the public
could make use of it?
In the City of Edmonton’s experience, the additional
data-management requirements of open data need not be
a burden. We have found that cloud computing provides a
convenient and effective solution.
The City of Edmonton’s commitment to using technology
to make municipal information more open, transparent and
accessible started just two years ago, in early 2009. Some
could argue it was earlier than that, when Edmonton began
broadcasting City Council live on the Web.
Either way, it’s through a combination of public and
business engagement, collaboration and innovation that
Edmonton has become a leader in open government.
What is open government?
For Edmonton it simply means using technology to increase
citizens’ access to information. In doing so, we believe that
residents can make better-informed decisions about their
government and community.

First Efforts
Some of the first open efforts began in February 2009
with the launch of Google Transit trip planning
(http://coewebapps.edmonton.ca/external/transit3/
TripPlannerAdvanced.aspx).
Recognizing the benefit and value of combining information that has a location with a mapping function, the City’s
Transportation department made the raw transit data
available to local developers at TransitCamp Edmonton
(http://www.transitcampedmonton.ca/competition/).
Since then, multiple apps (for example, www.edmonton.
ca/transportation/ets/apps-for-ets.aspx) have been developed that use this information.
TransitCamp Edmonton was one of several community
organized “unconferences” held in Edmonton that helped
identify citizen interest in raw data. Understanding the value
in making data available and the power of crowd-sourcing
solutions, Edmonton developed an open-data catalogue.
Volunteers from the City of Edmonton and the local IT
community worked together to develop a one-day workshop
(http://blog.mastermaq.ca/2009/11/23/recap-city-ofedmonton-open-data-workshop) to explore the possibility of
an open-data catalogue in Edmonton.
Citizens gathered to discuss opportunities, desired data
sets, and the principles of creating such a catalogue.
Building on the discussion from the open-data workshop,
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Edmonton’s open-data catalogue was launched at Council’s
Executive Committee on January 13, 2010. (See
http://data.edmonton .ca/; http://sirepub.edmonton.
ca/sirepub/cache/2/vi3s3v3krexdtn2rappyso45/
5686710122010083956394.PDF).

Using the Cloud
Wanting to develop a solution for open-data
management in a timely fashion, Edmonton looked to
the “cloud.” We became the first North American
municipality to use Microsoft’s open-source Open
Government Data Initiative (OGDI) platform to host
our data catalogue.
With feedback from the community and passionate
employees, we were able to implement the catalogue
within three weeks. This innovative approach won
Edmonton an award at the MISA West Fall Conference
in September 2010.
By using a cloud-based option, minimal infrastructure
changes were required to implement an open-data
catalogue. For a minimal monthly fee, Edmonton has
access to the OGDI platform that offers convenience
and flexibility.
For example, during the recent municipal election,
Edmonton saw traffic to the data catalogue spike.
The ability to have more server space when needed is
incredibly valuable. Beyond the organizational ability to
make use of cloud infrastructure, Edmonton was able to
use our existing developer skill-set to make the off-the-shelf
catalogue suite meet our business needs.
Aside from potential server space, there hasn’t been a
significant impact on Edmonton IT’s infrastructure.

OpenCity Workshop
Providing data in an open-data catalogue is only one
component of how Edmonton is actively working toward an
open government. In the spring and summer of 2010 the City
held a series of internal and external workshops that brought
together community leaders, academics, students, technology
enthusiasts and public-sector employees to explore and
advance the role of open information in Alberta’s capital region.
Together, they discussed current and planned activities
in Edmonton and other Canadian and international jurisdictions as well as possibilities for other orders of government,
community, academic and private organizations.
In an effort to be open and accessible, a webcast of the
OpenCity Workshop is available online in both English and
French (http://fusedlogic.tv/events/yegdata/).
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Initiatives such as the Open City Workshop brought together people
with many backgrounds to learn how to make use of data published
by the City of Edmonton. Photos of the workshop on March 6, 2010,
can be downloaded from www.flickr.com/photos/cityofedmonton/
sets/72157623579893930/.

We have posted notes from the unconference portion of
the workshop to Civic Commons (http://wiki.civiccommons.
com/Open_City_Workshop_Notes). Civic Commons is a
non-profit wiki that gives a place for open-government cities
around the world to share information, code and best practices.

Apps Competition
With the belief that every Edmontonian can be an active
participant in reshaping the city, the IT department joined in
partnership with the community to create Canada’s first apps
competition, Apps4Edmonton, http://contest.apps4edmonton.
ca/ – a contest that encouraged residents to develop applications that will benefit Edmonton citizens.
Using data sets from the Edmonton Open Data Catalogue,
http://data.edmonton.ca/, citizens were challenged to
create an app for either a smart phone, mobile device or
PC Web browser. The contest was not only open to local
developers – those without the technical expertise to develop
an app were also encouraged to submit ideas for apps that
other developers could create.
During the competition, a partnership was forged with
the Edmonton International Fringe Festival, one of the largest
annual festivals in Edmonton. The City worked with Fringe
organizers to make festival information available in the
open-data catalogue.
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By the end of the competition, 32 apps (http://contest.
apps4edmonton.ca/apps) and 86 ideas (http://contest.
apps4edmonton.ca/ideas) were submitted. Prizes totalling
$50,000 were awarded in nine categories. While the City
of Edmonton has not attached a value to this competition, it’s
safe to say that the applications and ideas that resulted from
this endeavour are worth much more than $50,000.
Collaboration is a large component of Edmonton’s
success. Through interaction with the community and other
like-minded cities, Edmonton has been able to accomplish a
great deal in a short time.
In partnership with the cities of Toronto, Ottawa and
Vancouver, Edmonton is aiming to develop a national
open-government strategy. Known as the G4, this group
is working as a collective to develop data standards, a
common data licence, and an open-data terms of use for
Canada. In addition, all of these cities have worked with
other governments in their region to help develop and
implement open-government initiatives across the country.

Next Steps
The next step for Edmonton is to develop a process that
establishes standard operations for the addition and
maintenance of data sets in the catalogue. With an
increased interest across the business, it’s imperative
for a structure to be built.

When this is complete, an Open Government Report will
be brought to Edmonton’s City Council. This report will help
the Information Technology branch expand the reach of the
project within the City and beyond.
For this initiative to be successful, it’s important that City
employees and citizens understand the benefits and value of
making information open and accessible. A shift has begun.
As citizens increasingly recognize that they can demand
more information from their government in a format that
they can easily understand and use, governments have had
no choice but to respond. For public institutions that aren’t
already prepared for this, changes will come quickly.
Canada has a perfect opportunity to be a global leader
in open government. With the G4, Edmonton will explore
what’s next. What are our options? What are we doing
that’s beneficial? What aren’t we doing that we should be
doing? What direction should we be moving in?
For open government to be successful in any city, you
need to have strong leadership to guide and implement
initiatives, a supportive administration and council, and an
engaged community to help determine what it wants from its
government. Together, the possibilities are endless.
Ashley Casovan, a manager in the Office of the CIO, City of
Edmonton, can be reached at ashley.casovan@edmonton.ca. n

It Takes Smart Infrastructure To Be a Top 7 Community
(Continued from page 14)
of the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs to expand network coverage so that the area that
will see approximately 96 per cent of the population served
by broadband.
The shared telecommunications network opens up
opportunities for more sharing. Recently the City of Windsor,
the County of Essex, its seven lower-tier municipalities and
the University of Windsor joined in partnership to create an
emergency-notification application called EMERGO.
The application servers are hosted at the University of
Windsor with a redundant server at the County offices.
All municipalities and the university along with Windsor
emergency personnel have access to the application. They
all enter information about a given emergency and how
they are handling it in real time.

If assistance is needed, they can send a message to
all emergency personnel on the system. The cost is shared
among all of us, which is a big cost saving. This would not
have been possible without the fibre infrastructure in place.
The network is the foundation – but that alone does not
get you to the Top 7. How the network is used becomes the
true test. Regional cooperation is critical; if we don’t work
together then the effort is wasted.
While this article has focused on our shared infrastructure,
it is the applications and services that are now taking advantage of the network that truly show the intelligent nature of
the region.
Harry Turnbull is executive director of information technology
for the City of Windsor. He can be reached at hturnbull@
city.windsor.on.ca. Wendy St. Amour, manager of information technology for the County of Essex, can be reached at
wstamour@countyofessex.on.ca. n
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Speed Service Delivery and Reduce Costs
with Citizen Involvement
The Solutions You Need, to Give Your
Customers the Answers They Need
Lagan’s local government CRM solutions are
designed to improve service delivery by managing
interactions with citizens more efficiently,
inexpensively and securely.
And in today’s fast-paced world that means
solutions that help citizens and governments
connect anytime, anywhere through flexible
communication channels including: call centers,
web self-service, social media outlets and mobile devices.
Based on core best practices, Lagan’s CRM solutions power some of the most
successful contact centers in North America with a full suite of offerings. Here are
just some of the reasons why several local Canadian governments rely on Lagan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for the Way Government Responds to Citizens
Secure environment
Satisfy all Budget Challenges
Proven Success
Flexible Solution Delivery— On-Demand (SaaS), Hosted, On-Premise
Robust Knowledgebase and Content Management
Scalable CRM Capabilities for Service Requests and Case Management

Find out what Lagan can do for you by contacting us at
info_canada@lagan.com or visiting our website at
www.lagan.com/misa.

Connecting Governments and People

www.lagan.com/misa
www.twitter.com/lagan_business
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Neil Evens, director of the Toronto 311 department, stands on the walkway above the contact
centre in Metro Hall. Formerly the Metropolitan
Toronto council chambers, the vast room is quiet
and comfortable. The big screen on the wall
shows rates of activity and service statistics.

311 System Viewed as Indispensable
To Toronto’s Service Transformation
By Lawrence Moule
Co-editor, Municipal Interface
Can your municipality plan its service-delivery programs on the basis of citizens’ expressed priorities? Do you
know at what times of year and times of day certain services
will be in most demand?
Moving beyond logistics, do you know how your citizens
feel about your service delivery, what makes them most
agitated, and what pleases them on a daily basis? And can
your citizens access and analyze information on the Web
about your services?
That is the level of service delivery that the City of
Toronto aspires to attain. It sees information technology,
and particularly its 311 system and intranet, as vital for
achieving its transformation into a citizen-centric municipality.
Technological advances planned for the next year will
bring this vision closer to reality and have the potential to
give Toronto unique abilities to understand what services its
citizens want and how to deliver them most efficiently.

Technology and Governance
Launched to the public in September 2009, the 311 system
has become the most visible embodiment of the interdependence between a new governing vision for the city and its
new IT infrastructure.
The relationship is described in the eCity Vision policy
document -- “eCity” stands for “enabled City” -- that guides
the Information & Technology Division. The policy, published
at www.toronto.ca, says in part:
“At the centre of this initiative is the intent to provide City
staff, citizens, businesses, and other levels of government with
access to municipal information and services, including the
opportunity to conduct electronic business, anywhere, any
time, in a secure and stable environment. ... information technology will be recognized as an enabler rather than an end
unto itself. Perhaps most importantly, this initiative will establish a foundation for the use of technology to enhance citizen
engagement in local government, and the quality and usefulness of information available to political decision makers.”
With the advances planned for 2011, the 311 system
will become a central technology behind service-delivery
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decisions and citizen interactions, in addition to the service
improvements that it has already enabled.
The home of the 311 service is a contact centre residing
in Toronto’s downtown Metro Hall, where 110 full-time
customer service representatives (CSRs) provide constantly
accessible responses to non-emergency public queries and
service requests that come in by telephone, e-mail, fax,
online and, most recently, Twitter via @311toronto.
Computer screens give the CSRs scripted responses to
inquiries, access to a huge database of information and the
ability to assign a tracking number to each service request.
Citizens can use the numbers in tracking the progress
of their requests on the phone or the 311 Web site,
www.toronto.ca/311.
Built through a partnership of the 311 Project, the Information and Technology Division and a team of vendors led
by Bearing Point, 311 integrates six different sub-systems
through middleware:

home page of www.toronto.ca/311, on which people can
click to gain access to the 311 database and ask questions
or request services on a self-serve basis.
Evans reports that 37 distinct services are now available
through the 311 Web site, and the number could grow to
about 75. Users are able to see the same information from
the database, called the 311 Knowledge Base, that the
CSRs see on their screens.
The Knowledge Base is the largest of its kind among 311
systems, containing answers to 15,000 questions compiled
over four years and maintained by a four-person team making
up to 600 updates a day. All this information was made
available to the public through a module of the Lagan ECM.
Evans says some municipal 311 systems were designed to
consolidate multiple service-access phone numbers into one,
but Toronto saw it as a “huge service culture transformation.”

• A customer-service-management system from Lagan
Technologies called Enterprise Case Management (ECM)

“We do business in many ways completely differently than
we did before launching 311,” he says. “We are a much
more customer-service focused organization, and I think that
over the next year or two we will become even more so.”

• An IPCC phone system from Cisco Systems

Strategic Enabler

• Quality-management technology from Verint Systems Inc.

Dave Wallace, CIO of the Information & Technology Division,
says 311 is a critical enabler for the eService (enabled service)
component of the eCity strategy. Instead of planning services
from the perspective of internal operations, they are instead
planned from an “outside in” citizen-centric perspective.

• The Hansen water asset-management system from Info
Global Solutions
• The Toronto Maintenance Management System
• The Integrated Business Management System.
Service requests are generated and transmitted automatically from the contact centre to the operational support
systems of individual divisions. There are now five divisions
integrated in this way with 311: Municipal Licensing and
Standards, Urban Forestry, Solid Waste Management,
Toronto Water and Transportation Services.
In the year ending December 2010, the Toronto 311
division led by Director Neil Evans handled 1,035,569
contacts through the system. Key service targets were
approached or exceeded, including:
• First call resolution rate: target of 70 per cent of issues
resolved with one call without transfers; achieved
75 per cent.
• Service level commitments: target of 80 per cent of calls
answered within 75 seconds; achieved 72 per cent.
• Average speed to answer: target of 30 seconds, achieved
80 seconds.
The Toronto 311 division is aiming to improve those
results year by year, in part by enabling citizens to register
service requests online. At the end of December, Toronto did
something no other 311 service in North America has done
to its knowledge -- added a “People Are Asking” icon to the
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“This is a major shift,” Wallace says. “It is guiding how
we are going to restructure our services and how we are
looking at government itself. It’s all about delivering services
when you want them and how you want them, in your own
way – and in the most efficient way too.”
Evans gives a small example of how 311 is making this
shift possible. Data from the system revealed that the majority
of citizens’ calls to the Solid Waste Management Division
were to request scheduled pickups of discarded white goods
such as refrigerators and stoves. This method of disposal represented a large cost to the City and inconvenience to citizens.
Now, Solid Waste Management has changed its methods
so that people can put out their discarded large appliances
with any regular garbage pickup, with no need for scheduling.
The volume of service requests to the 311 division has
dropped dramatically.
“Using the 311 information helps the divisions to make
decisions -- budgetary, forecasting and trending,” Evans notes.
Wallace points to a larger benefit – the 311 system
promotes uniformity of practice among City divisions.
“Part of this eService strategy is to help the City’s
divisions come together with one view, which is what the
taxpayer expects,” he says.
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There are three ways that Toronto 311 intends to add
capabilities in 2011 that will apparently be the first of
their kind anywhere: implementation of an integrated data
warehouse, expansion of speech analytics and greater use
of the Web to publish 311 data for internal and external
audiences.

For about a year, the division has operated a portal
within the City of Toronto’s intranet wherein politicians and
service divisions can generate self-designed reports containing data from the Lagan system. A councillor, for example,
can find out how many requests for a particular service were
received from a specific ward within a certain time frame.

Data Warehouse

Reporting capabilities will be expanded for this portal
during 2011. Furthermore, 311 Toronto plans to make similar reports available as open data to the public.

By the end of 2011, Toronto 311 intends to implement a
data mart that will combine the Lagan ECM, the Verint system, the Cisco IPCC IP Contact Centre and the 311 Knowledge Base into one consolidated reporting database. It will
be built using Oracle Warehouse Builder.
311 project manager Mavis McKennan of the Information & Technology Division’s Project Management Office
explains: “Up to now, different divisions have used different
reporting tools, each with its own environment. But the technology is evolving very quickly, and now we will be able to
create a consolidated view at the enterprise level for reporting purposes.”

McKennan says the 311 Project Management Office has
built an application to enable this based on Google Search.
The public will be able to easily search for data throughout the Knowledge Base, with the exception of any private
information.
“The 311 Toronto project gives us a flexible, standard way
to add new services and improve existing ones,” Wallace says.
“It is a major factor to help us achieve our citizen-centric
service approach.” n

Evans says this represents an evolution in how the City
sees the purpose and value of the 311 infrastructure.
“Our initial focus in developing the 311 service was very
front-facing -- to improve customer service and standards.
Now that we have that in place, we are starting to give
more tools to our divisions for reporting of both internal and
external services.

Request for Proposals
City of Toronto

“The better reporting you have internally for efficiencies,
the better effect it has on customer service, inevitably. “

Pilot Enterprise Document and Record
Management Solution (EDRMS)

Measuring Emotions
Using Verint software, 311 Toronto records all phone calls
received at the contact centre and 20 per cent of all interactions captured on screens. Now the City is going to expand
its use of Verint’s speech analytics to measure the emotional
reactions of customers to City services.
“When we receive calls from people complaining about
a service -- let’s say a missed garbage pickup -- we might
find that 20 per cent of those have a high emotion of anger
attached to them, whereas with other calls it’s less than one
per cent,” Evans says. “We can now start to make those
sorts of comparisons to better understand our calls and how
to manage them.”
Supervisors are being trained in how to use the speechanalytics software and to interpret the data to help CSRs
anticipate and deal with high-emotion calls.

Reports to Councillors
The third unique way in which 311 Toronto intends to widen
the benefits from its new infrastructure will be in making data
available to the public and its representatives.

The City of Toronto will issue a Request for
Proposal to select a vendor to supply a software
solution and with the professional services
expertise (such as migration services, integration
services, training services etc...) to implement a
pilot EDRMS. The EDRMS being sought will
consist of, but will not be limited to the following
capabilities: Scanning, Content Management,
Workflow Management and Records
Management.
Interested proponents should look for
RFP No. 3405-11-3050 on the City of Toronto
website at www.toronto.ca/calldocuments.
The anticipated release of this Request for
Proposal is sometime in March 2011. Posted
Request for Proposals can be downloaded from
the City website (for a fee) and will contain the
complete document for your review and bid
submissions. It will also provide a contact name
for inquiries.
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ICT Infrastructure Helps Small Town
To Be Competitive in Attracting Business
By Robert Musty
and Cephas Panschow
Town of Tillsonburg, Ontario
February brought excellent news to the Town of
Tillsonburg when it learned that $487,167 in funding was
coming its way. The funding, which is through the Ontario
Government’s Rural Connection Broadband Program, is
one-third of a total $1,641,500 for this initiative and will be
used to expand high-speed Internet service to Tillsonburg’s
two major industrial parks and the more than 600 businesses
and public institutions in the community.
“The construction of a broadband network will help our
businesses and industries improve and expand their operations,
thereby boosting our region’s economy,” Mayor John Lessif
said in response to the funding announcement February 1.
“We are excited about this opportunity and look forward to
working with our partners, which include the Ontario Ministry
of Agriculture, Food & Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), Packet-Tel
Corp and INS Consulting, which are making significant cash
and in-kind contributions to the project.”
Michael Currie, an economist with Strategic Networks
Group (www.sngroup.com), has identified that the impact
from investment in broadband infrastructure and broadbandenabled applications is significant and measurable.
“We have demonstrated that the local economic growth
and secondary investment enabled by broadband is 10
times the initial broadband investment,” Currie explains,
“and the contribution to gross domestic product is 15 times
the initial investment.”

Service Enhancements
The Town of Tillsonburg is a growing town of 16,000 that
also serves a southwestern Ontario population of 118,000,
all within a 20-minute drive. It has a long history of innovative
service delivery using information technology.
The Town was an early adopter of e-Government solutions
and was recognized for its leadership in 2002 through a Gold
Medal for Innovative Service Delivery in Municipalities by
GTEC (Government Technology Exhibition and Conference).
Tillsonburg’s e-Government solutions included early adoption
of customer-relationship-management issue-tracking software,
electronic agendas and integrated payment processing.
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The Town pioneered a unique customer service centre,
which provides access to municipal and economic-development information and services 24 hours a day and has
continuously sought out solutions that can improve efficiencies and reduce costs. These include:
• Installation of fibre-optic connections between municipal
facilities
• Implementation of voice-over-Internet protocol (VoIP)
telephony
• Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) for fire-department
operations serving Tillsonburg, Elgin County and
Norfolk County, and integrated with FirePro and
FireHouse records-management systems
• First Canadian implementation of Polaris, a library
automation system with online catalogue searches, hold
requests and renewals
• Electronic service orders for Tillsonburg Hydro Inc. using
tablet computers and used for the rollout of smart meters
• Free wireless “hubs.”

Tracking Issues
Another example of leading-edge technology is the 2010
implementation at our customer service centre of the next
generation Active Customer Response, which enables issues
logged into the system through the Web or by customerservice representatives to be tracked on the Town’s Web
site. The robustness of the system ensures that issues do not
get lost and provides members of the public quick and easy
access as well as the ability to track the progress of issues as
they move through the proper channels.
“The Web-based self-service for property certificates
offered by the Town of Tillsonburg is innovative and
appreciated”, says Alisha O’Brien of Cobb & Jones LLP of
the nearby town of Simcoe. “I recommend that other municipalities investigate offering this type of Web self- service.”
Initiatives like this enable the Town to respond quickly
to both members of the community and potential investors.
Investors can be assured that their connectivity needs can be
met if they establish a location in the community.
“The Tillsonburg District Chamber of Commerce is
pleased that the Town has made a commitment to improving
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The New Infrastructure
connectivity to its industrial and business parks,” says Shane
Curtis, chamber president.

to Siemens’ new facility, will offer potential suppliers and
related companies excellent connectivity.

“Investing in technology not only contributes to increased
efficiency for local government but shows that the Town
means business, which is important as we work to attract
new investment to our community.”

“Broadband infrastructure is essential for the effective
participation of businesses and organizations in today’s
economy,” Currie says. “Investments in broadband infrastructure strengthen regional economies by improving skills,
competitiveness and service delivery, thus enhancing the
local business environment. Broadband today is as vital as
electrification was in the 1930s.”

The funding provided by OMAFRA is intended to improve
connectivity to the Town’s industrial parks. The Town has
recently opened a 40-acre business park, and this funding
will help ensure the high-speed Internet connection necessary
for companies considering a new location.
In fact, Siemens Canada recently announced that it will
be opening Ontario’s first wind-turbine-blade facility in
Tillsonburg. The facility is undergoing renovations and will
employ up to 300 people once fully operational.
Siemens needs a high-speed connection to the rest of
the world, and Tillsonburg is working with the company to
ensure that it has the connectivity required to be successful.
The new business park, which is located directly adjacent

The Town of Tillsonburg is proud of its record in implementing leading-edge technology solutions – solutions
that will provide benefits to both the community and new
companies and businesses.
Robert Musty is director of M.I.S. for the Town of Tillsonburg
and president of INS Consulting. He can be reached at
rmusty@insconsulting.ca. Cephas Panschow, development
commissioner for Tillsonburg, can be reached at
cpanschows@tillsonburg.ca. n

APPROVED MISA/ASIM MEMBER SPECIAL OFFER

Web Application
Penetration Testing
Using a structured methodology that includes
Enumeration, Vulnerability Assessment and
Exploitation phases; testing each interface
to the application including server operating
system, application platform and database
Digital Boundary Group’s technicians
have been assisting MISA members with
web application security for the past four
years. Web application testing provides the
municipality with the opportunity to determine
the existence of any vulnerabilities in the
application and take corrective action before
taking the application live.

Contact us for details of our methodology and the
special pricing program for MISA/ASIM members
at MISAmemberoffer@digitalboundary.net

Visit us at www.digitalboundary.net
Call us at 1.800.747.3557 Ext. 248 or 265
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European Nations Make Commitment
To Municipal ICT Collaboration
By Harry Turnbull
City of Windsor, Ontario
Municipalities around the globe struggle with the same
issues as we do here in Canada, and we can learn a great
deal from these colleagues worldwide. This is the value of
international collaboration. It is also one of the reasons
MISA/ASIM Canada stays active in the Linked Organisation
of Local Authority ICT Societies (LOLA), an international
group of associations based in England.
This article includes excerpts from The Citadel Statement
(http://egovstatement.wordpress.com), which was recently
approved in the European Union. The statement endorses a
pan-European approach to local e-Government.
If EU decision-makers are successful in implementing the
principles of the statement, they will position the European
Union well in this global economy. This is an indication
that we in Canada cannot sit back and rest on our past
successes. We would be well advised to keep a closer
eye on the successes in other countries.

About The Citadel Statement
The declaration has been named The Citadel Statement for
two strategic reasons:
1. The word citadel is originally derived from the phrase
“citta ideale” or “ideal city” and stands for a fortress that
is used to protect a city.
2. The launch event for the declaration was held in the Ghent
Citadel Park on the site of a former fortress built at the
beginning of the 19th century. The Citadel Statement was
signed by local government officials from across Europe
at the site of the old Ghent Citadel on December 14 -- the
perfect place to launch an “ideal cities statement.”
On November 18, 2009, EU ministers signed the Malmö
Ministerial Declaration outlining a forward-looking e-Government vision to be achieved by 2015. Two years later, little
progress had been made so the local governments came
together to help “make Malmö real” by producing a panEuropean call to action -- The Citadel Statement – that will
help local government deliver on the key objectives of the
Malmö Declaration.
In most countries throughout Europe, local government
has the greatest amount of contact with citizens, and is in
the forefront of service delivery. Despite numerous policy
documents and “how to” manuals on local e-Government,

the Malmö vision is still not being translated down to the
local level. Smaller communities are especially finding it
difficult to implement innovative information and communication technologies projects.
Supporting local e-government delivery activities needs to
be a higher priority than it has been in the past. European,
national, regional and local governments recognize the
need to work together to deliver the benefits of e-Government to citizens. The signatories of The Citadel Statement
believe that European and national decision-makers should
look to local government to see how their e-Government
policies are being delivered in practice, and whether
national and regional e-Government programs are helping
to improve service delivery at the local level.
The Citadel Statement aims to help in this effort by better
understanding why local communities are finding it challenging to implement e-Government in an innovative, costeffective and efficient manner and by identifying practical
solutions to combat working barriers at the local level.

http://egovstatement.wordpress.com/
— a plan of action for municipalities
Based on extensive consultation across Europe, the statement proposes five core areas where European and national
decision-makers can provide tangible support to improve
local e-Government:
1. Common Architecture, Shared Services and Standards
Incorporate EU best practices into a common servicedelivery architecture (information, process and application-layer) that provides one common language and
helps local governments share services and learn from
other best practices, such as how to work with authentic
registrations or create personalized access to services.
Bolster this architecture by creating standards for government communication that helps citizens find their way in
all governmental Web sites.
2. Open Data, Transparency and Personal Rights
 how a commitment to making public data open and
S
accessible by establishing a well-maintained repository
of definitions and taxonomies that makes data consistent
throughout Europe. Develop clear guidelines and data
models for the use of personal details about citizens.
Mandate five key areas where data can reasonably be
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expected to be shared nationally and across Europe by
2013. Areas could include: public service lists, standard
information on citizens, standard information on businesses, transport timetables, environmental information
and geo-data (GIS data).
3. Citizen Participation and Involvement
 emonstrate political leadership and courage by actively
D
championing the advantages now offered by ICT to
improve the democratic process and facilitate citizen participation in decision-making across Europe. Promote the
value of co-designing services in conjunction with citizens
as a first step in making government more people-focused.
Provide guidelines, training and methodologies on involving
citizens in decision-making and service design.
4. Privacy and Identification of Individuals
 reate a robust political and policy framework to
C
address common privacy issues across Europe associated
with personal data. Provide protocols that enable the
easy identification of individuals over the Internet and
facilitate mobility by developing shared standards for the
identification of people that makes it easier to travel and
do business all over Europe.
MT_InterfaceB+W_final
12/20/10 2:54 PM Page 1

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AND PROCUREMENT LAW
EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SIDE
Miller Thomson lawyers have years of experience
representing municipalities in Ontario and across Canada
on IT and procurement matters.
Working with your professionals, our lawyers will help
you develop a practical solution that takes into account
the unique challenges faced by your municipality.
For more information contact:
Lou Milrad
lmilrad@millerthomson.com
416.595.7926

J. Fraser Mann
fmann@millerthomson.com
416.595.8195

Elisabeth Symons
esymons@millerthomson.com
416.595.8575

J. Andrew Sprague
asprague@millerthomson.com
416.595.8556

Added experience. Added clarity. Added value.

Miller Thomson LLP

www.millerthomson.com

VA N C O U V E R C A LG A R Y E D M O N TO N S A S K ATO O N R E G I N A LO N D O N
K I TC H E N E R -WAT E R LO O G U E L P H TO R O N TO M A R K H A M M O N T R É A L
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5. Rural Inclusion
 romote the concept of broadband as a public utility that
P
– like electricity and water – should be available to all communities, no matter how small or geographically dispersed.
Enhance and improve the broadband capacity of both rural
and urban areas alike by supporting EU regulation to set a
minimum standard for broadband access in all of Europe
to be achieved by 2015. Equality of access is an important
precondition for the growth of superfast broadband — an
economic necessity in today’s marketplace.
In addition, supporters also call upon European and
national decision-makers to provide greater support to local
government for shared quality and benchmarking as well
as the simplification of processes, particularly in the areas
of procurement and funding where regulations often conflict
with the mandate to “build once, deploy many times.”
Supporters of The Citadel Statement hope that this call to
action becomes a “living document” that continues to evolve
in the run-up to 2015 in a manner that spurs local government
to achieve better e-services for citizens.

Support for the Statement
To create the basis for the online consultation, the Flemish
eGovernment Authority joined forces with LOLA to host a oneday workshop at the recent SOCITM conference in Brighton,
England. SOCITM is the UK society for ICT and related
professionals in the public and civil society (third) sectors. The
workshop gathered experts from across Europe to identify top
actions that local governments need from national and EU
decision-makers in order to better implement eGovernment.
Feedback from this workshop was used to launch a
European-wide online consultation at https://egovernment
statement.uservoice.com on the content of The Citadel
Statement. More than 120 users from 18 countries all over
Europe, including 64 organizations representing 200 cities
across five continents, contributed to the statement throughout
November 2010.
If we in Canada struggle with developing pan-Canadian
standards, imagine the challenge across multiple countries.
This is an ambitious effort that demonstrates the cooperation
that exists in the EU.
Soon we may need to talk more along the lines of pan
“Americas” in order to compete. Of course, this may come
before we have even figured out regional cooperation.
The key is to keep talking and keep the initiatives moving
despite any resistance.
Harry Turnbull, executive director of information technology
for the City of Windsor and MISA Ontario’s international
director, can be reached at hturnbull@city.windsor.on.ca. n
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Municipal News
Across Canada

Two Ontario Communities Named to Top 7
The Intelligent Community Forum (ICF) has named
two communities from Ontario to its 2011 list of the Top
Seven Intelligent Communities of the Year.
The New York-based think tank announced January
19 that Stratford and Windsor-Essex will compete with
five other communities from around the world to succeed
Suwon, South Korea, as Intelligent Community of the Year.
The 2011 title will be announced June 3.
“The Top Seven of 2011 have demonstrated perseverance
and an innovative dedication to the future of their communities,” ICF co-founder Louis Zacharilla said in a release.
“Each of these communities has also demonstrated
ingenuity in improving the delivery of healthcare using
information and communications technology. Most are
also spurring the growth of local businesses in healthcare,
which is expected to be one of the fastest growing sectors
of the economy.”
The theme of the 2011 competition is “Health in the
Intelligent Community.” ICF invited nominees to describe
efforts by local government, institutions and businesses to
improve the delivery and management of healthcare using
information and communications technology.
Windsor-Essex, comprising the City of Windsor and
the County of Essex, was selected for its collaborative
achievement in building an entrepreneurial, informationdriven economy with help from a robust communications
infrastructure (see article on page 14).
Stratford, population 32,000, was lauded for creating
a digital media sector to provide a sustainable economic
base for the future.

Other communities in the Top 7 for 2011 are Chattanooga,
Tennessee; Dublin, Ohio; Eindhoven, Netherlands; Issy-lesMoulineaux, France, and Riverside, California. Details are
available at www.intelligentcommunity.org.
This year marks the second time that a Canadian province has placed two communities in the Top 7. Fredericton
and Moncton, New Brunswick, both made the list in 2009
but lost out to Stockholm, Sweden, for the top award.
Canada has had more communities named to the Top 7
than any other country. In 2007 Waterloo, Ontario, was
the Intelligent Community of the Year. n

Take PSAB-3150
to the Next Level...
with an
Enterprise Asset Management Solution
from AGL & Cartegraph
To find out more, contact us at:
1•877•433•9533
info@appliedgeologics.com
www.appliedgeologics.com

“We are incredibly proud of our community,” Mayor
Dan Mathieson said. “To be named as a Top 7 smart city
in the world recognizes the City of Stratford’s commitment
to innovation and continuous evolution as a leader in the
knowledge economy.”
The City’s announcement of its achievement cited a
team effort that included citizens, many city departments,
the Stratford Public Library, local businesses, the healthcare
industry, technology associations, educational institutions
and several supportive vendors.

Authorized Distributor

Innovative Solutions Driving Better Government
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Municipal News Across Canada

Vancouver Budget to be Open Data: Adviser
The City of Vancouver’s 2011
budget will be made public and easily
viewable on the City’s open data site,
a policy adviser says.
David Eaves, a public policy
entrepreneur who helped craft
Vancouver’s open-data policy, says
the City says that this spring will
become the first to publish detailed
budget data on its open-data site,
http://datavancouver.ca.
“I don’t know of a single city
anywhere that is sharing their budget,”
Eaves said in an interview.
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Vancouver City Council published a
release January 27 at http://vancouver.
ca/mediaroom saying it will consider
a capital budget for 2011 of $337 million. Most proposed investments are to
support a program called Greenest City
which is aimed at making Vancouver
the world’s greenest city by 2020.
The budget was prepared after a
public consultation process, including
online surveys and public meetings,
with information published using
print, graphics and a video at http://
vancouver.ca/fs/budgetServices/
operatingBudget/index.htm.

Eaves, who has been a keynote
speaker at MISA events, said Vancouver
shares more data than other cities and
noted that its open-data site has had
45,000 downloads.
Eaves is an advocate for the
concept of open data, in which
governments make their information
public and easily accessible, including
information discussed during city
council meetings and political budgets.
Vancouver Council has confirmed that
the capital budget will be released
in April. n
ComputerWorld Canada

Runs Oracle

10x Faster

*

The World’s Fastest
Database Machine
•

Hardware by Sun

•

Software by Oracle

* But you have to be willing to

spend 50% less on hardware.

10x faster based on comparing Oracle data warehouses
on customer systems vs. Oracle Exadata Database Machines.
Potential savings based on total hardware costs. Oracle Database
and options licenses not included. Actual results and savings may vary.

Copyright © 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.
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Smartphone Application Wins Ottawa Contest
A smartphone application that lets
people learn about places and landmarks
throughout Ottawa with the click of a
phone’s camera has won top prize at
the City’s Apps4Ottawa contest.
Ottawa Guide, created by Ekwa
Jacob Duala-Ekoko, took the prize
for best app and tied with Jonathan
Rudenberg’s Where is my Bus? app
for the People’s Choice award at the
awards event February 15.
Rick O’Connor, chair of the judges’
panel, praised the winning application
for its ease of use.

“[You] take a picture of a building
with your smartphone — you don’t
know what this building is or you are a
tourist — and it uses online sources like
Wikipedia and other sources to give
you a background of what you are
looking at, what the historical significance of it is, and it helps you decide
whether you want to go in ... or move
on,” O’Connor said.
Ottawa opened the competition in
September 2010, encouraging developers to make use of the data published
at www.ottawa.ca/online_services/

opendata/index_en.html. Winners in
five categories each received $5,000.
Details are on the site.
“The Open Data Ottawa site is a
first step in creating a foundation that
encourages digital innovation, improved service delivery, stimulation of
economic growth and a better understanding of our city,” the site explains.
Ottawa, Toronto, Edmonton and
Vancouver have recently joined forces
to collaborate on an “open data framework” (please see page 15). n
CBC News

‘Reverse 911’ Service
Coming to City of Montreal
A service known as “reverse 911” will permit Montreal
residents to receive emergency information from the City
over their work or home phones starting this summer.
Montreal’s civil security network is adding the telephone
notification service to its system of contacting people when
life, health or safety issues arise.
The city’s emergency coordinator, Serge Tremblay,
says recorded messages can automatically be sent to 300
phone lines in the 911 database each minute to issue alerts
such as boil orders.
The system has been used to notify people in Boston of
unsafe drinking water and to tell people in California to
evacuate because of wildfires.
Tremblay says officials will also have a system in place
by the summer to alert the hearing impaired.
Traditional methods, such as delivering flyers, will continue.
“It’s going to be a tool,” Tremblay said. “It won’t replace what we used to do, but at least we will be able to
send information as soon as we can.”
The service will be free to users but will cost the City
about $2,000 a month to run. n
CBC News
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Governance Issues
By Roy Wiseman
Chief Information Officer
Regional Municipality of Peel, Ontario

In a recent issue of IT in Canada, an article entitled
“Patriots and PIPEDA – Locating Security and Privacy in
the Cloud” featured a lengthy interview with John Weigelt,
“cloud policy expert and national technology officer” at
Microsoft Canada. It is always worthwhile to hear from
John, who has been a regular participant in MISA events.
Nevertheless, the article could have more thoroughly
explored the issues for governments concerning the storage
of personal information about their citizens in the cloud.
To be fair, the article has a private sector/small business
focus, so does not specifically address government and
public sector concerns. John also acknowledged that, when
businesses consider which services (and therefore which
information) to place in the cloud, “some services may be
a little more sensitive.”
He continues, “There may be some services where
the CEO is so uncomfortable releasing enterprise data that
the organization will continue to host the service within its
own environment.”
But having made this point, John largely argues that
storing data in the cloud doesn’t introduce significant privacy concerns. In fact, despite frequent reference to privacy
legislation and working with privacy commissioners, John
tends to equate privacy with security: “What we need to do
is put this concern [USA Patriot Act] aside and focus on the
real issue, which is safeguarding information.... What you
need to consider is the security of that environment.”
Privacy, however, is not just about security and “safeguarding information.” The Privacy Commissioner of
Canada argues that “privacy is one of the precursors to
sustaining freedom and democracy. “
And further: “In Canada, it is a recognized right protected
under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. ... it is
a vital component of the social contract between Canadians
and their government. Without privacy, without protective
boundaries between government and citizens, trust begins
to erode.”

Data Privacy:
Location Counts
In a perfect world, I would agree with John: location
should not matter. This perfect world, however, requires that
governments around the world respect the privacy rights of
their citizens and others – within similar guidelines. Unfortunately, that is not the world in which we live today.
The notion that location doesn’t matter is not supported
by a recent report of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada,
Reaching for the Cloud(s): Privacy Issues related to Cloud
Computing. In another report, Privacy in the Clouds: Risks to
Privacy and Confidentiality from Cloud Computing, for the
World Privacy Forum, Robert Gellman concludes: “The location of information in the cloud may have significant effects
on the privacy and confidentiality protections of information
and on the privacy obligations of those who process or store
the information.”

Canadian Differences
John’s suggestion that “privacy legislation in Canada, the
UK and the US is fundamentally similar” is also suspect. The
law firm of Ogilvy Renault provides a different perspective in
its report, Privacy Laws and Regulations around the Globe,
as follows:
“While Canada is often assumed to be similar to the
US with respect to business practices, privacy regulation is
another matter. The Canadian approach to confidentiality
and the transfer of personal information is much more in line
with the European model than that of the US. ... Outside of
Canada and Europe, privacy legislation is either non-existent
or a patchwork of sector-specific laws and regulations.”
This report goes on to discuss EU Data Protection
Directive (DPD) 95/46, which “sets out the general principles with regard to the processing of personal information,
which are now implemented in the national law of every EU
member state.”

In the interview, John argues that location of cloud services
within specific national boundaries is essentially a non-issue.

The EU Directive was, in turn, based on the OECD’s
Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder
Flows of Personal Data. Wikipedia notes that the US “while
endorsing the OECD’s recommendations, did nothing
to implement them within the United States.” In contrast,
Canada’s PIPEDA legislation is considered to be based on
the OECD Guidelines.

“What you will find is that location of data is not really
germane to the conversation. It’s more about where control
of that data resides.” (In response to another question, John
acknowledges that Microsoft does not have and is not planning a cloud data centre in Canada.)

The result is that Canada has been deemed compliant with
the EU DPD, whereas the US has not. Other non-EU countries
deemed compliant are Switzerland (not an EU member),
Argentina, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Faeroe Island and Jersey.
It has been reported that Israel will soon be added.

Privacy and National Boundaries
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Governance Issues

(While the DPD prohibits transfer of personal information to
non-EU countries like the US, which have not been deemed
to provide adequate protection for the information, the Safe
Harbour Agreement permits US companies to avoid sanctions if they voluntarily embrace a somewhat less stringent
version of the EU privacy directive.)
In summary then, location does matter – as does the
nationality of cloud service providers and any extra-territorial
legislation to which they may be subject.

Canadians’ Expectations of their Governments
When Canadians entrust their governments with their
personal information (and, in many cases, are required to
do so), I believe that they expect their governments to make
every effort to protect their information from unauthorized
access. As part of this, they do not expect their information
to be exposed to access by foreign governments without
their knowledge or consent.
Although “consent is the lynchpin of Canadian privacy
legislation,” such right to consent is not unlimited. The Canadian Standards Association Privacy Code includes a section
4.3 on the limitations of consent. Similarly, the Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act
(PIPEDA) identifies (paragraph 7.2) exceptions to the need
for consent including “information that it has reasonable
grounds to believe could be useful in the investigation of
a contravention of the laws of Canada, a province or a
foreign jurisdiction that has been, is being or is about to be

There are few guidelines to help
determine where public-sector data
should be stored for privacy
committed” as well as “for the purpose of acting in respect
of an emergency that threatens the life, health or security
of an individual”.
Draft amendments to PIPEDA in Bill C-29 propose broadening the list of situations that permit sharing information
without consent. In the views of some commentators these
exemptions go too far. University of Ottawa law professor
Michael Geist, who holds the Canada Research Chair in
Internet and E-commerce Law, has referred to this proposed
legislation as “the anti-privacy privacy bill.”
There are even situations in which a government may
provide personal information about its citizens to another
government without their consent. This is different, however,
from another government being able to simply demand that
information from a third party (a private corporation who

happens to be the custodian of the data) – as can happen
under the USA Patriot Act if this data is stored in the United
States – or even if it is stored by a company subject to the
provisions of this Act.
(As an aside, since the name of the Act is an acronym
(Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate
Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism), shortening
it to “the US Patriot Act” or just “the Patriot Act” is incorrect.)
While I agree with John that provisions similar to the USA
Patriot Act may be included in the legislation or practice
in other countries including Canada, it is one thing for
data about Canadians to be subject to access by their own
government and quite another for it to be subject to access
by a foreign government, regardless of how “friendly” that
government might be perceived to be.
Finally, while some may consider that concerns about
legislation such as the USA Patriot Act simply don’t recognize the threat of terrorism (and/or may be somewhat antiAmerican), I believe that the issue is much broader. Imagine
other countries with legislation which permits them, at their
sole discretion, to access any information stored on any
computers within their borders – or stored by any company
subject to their jurisdiction. Select a country of your choice:
China, India, United Arab Emirates. Do you want your government to store your personal data in such jurisdictions?

Canadian Legislation
If Canadians expect us to protect their data from access
by other governments, does this require that such data be
housed in Canada and under the control of organizations
that are not subject to extra-territorial legislation like the
USA Patriot Act?
The Province of British Columbia reached this conclusion
in 2004 when it amended its Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act to require public bodies to: a)
restrict storage of and all access to personal information
to locations within Canada; and b) to report to the BC
Government any foreign demands for disclosure of such
personal information.
(The legislation deals only with the location of the data
and not the nationality of the outsourcing provider. While
the BC Privacy Commissioner acknowledged that the USA
Patriot Act could still prevail where the data was under control of US suppliers, he also concluded that a total ban on
outsourcing would be “neither practical nor effective.”)
Nova Scotia’s Personal Information International Disclosure
Protection Act, enacted in 2006, contains similar provisions,
with a bit more flexibility. Access and storage may be permitted outside Canada if the person consents or if the head
of the public body considers that the storage or access is to
“meet the necessary requirements” of the public body.
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Nationally, The Privacy Commissioner of Canada indicated
in a 2005 ruling that Canadian businesses may outsource
processing of their customers’ personal information to US firms
without contravening PIPEDA – as long as the outsourcing
agreement contains confidentiality and security provisions.
The Commissioner did, however, suggest that a company
outsourcing the processing of Canadians’ personal information
to the United States should notify individuals that their information may be available to US authorities under US Law.
It is unclear how this ruling applies to Canadian
governments or, indeed, how the Government of Canada
is applying this ruling to its own practice.
The 2006 report Privacy Matters: The Federal Strategy to
Address Concerns About the USA Patriot Act and Transborder
Data Flows still appears to be the definitive statement on this
subject but provides little guidance. After noting that privacy
is “a fundamental right in Canada” and acknowledging
Canadians’ concerns about their personal information being
transferred across borders, the report reacts to the recent (at
the time) BC legislation as follows:

“There are not plans at this time to amend the federal
Privacy Act in a similar fashion. ... such an action could
encourage other foreign governments to do the same,
choking off the economic benefits to Canada from work
outsourced to Canadian suppliers. In addition, the federal
government must respect international trade agreements that
are not binding on provincial governments.”
The report goes on to note that “high risk” data (for
example, Statistics Canada) never leaves the StatsCan
premises and is never out of the control of the agency. It also
notes that, while StatsCan has contracts with US suppliers,
such suppliers have no access to StatsCan confidential data
about Canadians. The implication is that the Government of
Canada would not, in fact, outsource storage or management of StatsCan data, although this is never stated.

Looking Ahead
If we can’t entirely accept John’s plea that “location doesn’t
matter,” what is the appropriate course of action for the
Canadian public sector?
Unfortunately, outside of British Columbia and Nova
Scotia, there are few guidelines. We are each left to draft
our own policy.
One approach, adopting the “Privacy by Design”
philosophy, is to make a greater effort to separate identifying
information from other data – essentially making the information anonymous. But this is not a trivial undertaking. At
what point can one deduce the identity of the individual
from the information that may be contained in a case file
or transaction record?
In the longer term, I believe that Canada and other governments should have legislation in place, similar to the EU
Data Protection Directive – and that we should create a community of countries where data can be stored safely without
fear of access (without consent) by governments or others.
The success of such an approach would be greatly
enhanced if cloud service providers (like Microsoft) took a
position of hosting their services only in countries that have
such privacy legislation in place. This, however, is unlikely to
occur unless the United States Government comes on board.
Here, finally, is one area where John and I can agree –
on the importance of international agreements. Nevertheless,
while my model may be the EU DPD, John cites the Canada/
US/Mexico Trilateral Committee on Transborder Data Flow,
which is being led in Canada by Industry Canada with a
focus on “identifying and addressing impediments to electronic information flows across borders,” rather than being
fundamentally about protecting privacy.
roy.wiseman@peelregion.ca n
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INNOVATE 2011
Enterprise Asset Management
for Municipal Government
6th Annual EAM Conference ● April 5-7, 2011
Fallsview Hilton, Niagara Falls, ON





Learn about the latest industry innovations, trends and best practices.
Find out how you can take PSAB-3150 to the next level.
Networking opportunity — share ideas and experiences with peers.
20+ sessions in two streams over two and a half days covering customer
success stories, training and vendor presentations:







Forms Design
Mobile Apps
All About Filters
Reporting
GIS Solutions
Calculating Asset
Management ROI

 Facilities Management
 PSAB 3150—Tangible Capital





Asset Management
Fleet Management
Citizen Requests
Trees & Parks Management
Sidewalk Management

The conference is excellent value at $395 + applicable taxes for two and a
half days. The full delegate package includes dinner at the Brasa Brazilian
Steakhouse, compliments of Cartegraph. Breakfast and lunch are also
provided.

For more information, and to register online go to
www.appliedgeologics.com/conference2011
or call 1-877-433-9533 x201.

We look forward to seeing you there!

Innovative Solutions Driving Better Government

